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How safebotic are you?

Safebot uses -

Artificial intelligence to learn from human behavior 
and provide proper calculations that build on a 
personalised pattern based on evaluation of:

• Kinect Properties
• Sound Levels
• Mobility Rates
• CO2 Concentration Rates
• Area Comfort



How safebotic are you?

Safebot delivers -

High safebotic protection. It can automatically detect possible life-threatening 
incidents such as burglary or a fall.

Safebot can detect area abnormal activity levels such as temperature and 
humidity levels. It instantly reacts by sending alarm notifications to guardians, 
without any manual interaction via mobile or internet.

The Safebot can also compliment any existing alarm system by operating 
sepearately.



How safebotic are you?

The facts -

When we read about a burglary our first 
thought is that fortunately the residents 
were not inside. However, things are 
quite different when a burglary occurs, 
and residents are caught off-guard 
inside.

Statistics show that there are 2.5 million 
burglaries occur each year with a 25% 
cases to end up with victims because 
residents were inside the intruded area.



How safebotic are you?

The solution -

We offer a unique solution for protecting your loved ones in case their life is 
threatened during a burglary or due to a fall, or any other abnormal incident 
occuring inside the protected area.

Safebot is a standalone safebotic patented product which offers protection 
24/7 and a secure feeling all day long .

It automatically triggers alarms whenever it detects abnormal human 
behavior or area situations 



Why Safebot?

Beacuse -

It is a unique learning protection system that addresses real-life safety 
issues when a burglary occurs by dramatically reducing the risks for victims 
caught inside.

It is a plug-n-play installation offered at a low cost, with the ability to 
operate either as stand-alone or complimentary to an external alarm 
system, raising alarms in real time.



Competitor comparison



Contact us

NEOS SECURITY SOLUTIONS UK
C/o: CHAPTER TRAVEL & AVIATION Ltd.
Official Representitive UK
269 Lincoln Road
LN6 6NH.

Email: admin@neos-security.gr
Tel No: +30 210 354 3071
Fax No: +30 210 354 3016 
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